Conditions of Participation
With the online-registration and pressing the button 'I agree' (step 3 of the registration system) your
participation in the course event is booked bindingly.
The course events, organized by GAY-TANTRA® International in Berlin, Germany, is open to all men
regardless of age, sexual orientation, beginner or advanced level, single or couple status. It is only important
to have a serious interest in GAY-TANTRA and the willingness to engage with men in a protected setting in
order to get involved in deep experiences (Information: The seminars are no psychotherapy or replacements
for therapy. During ongoing therapy or spiritual mentoring please discuss the intended participation with your
therapist or mentor). The seminar instructor reserves the right to exclude any registered person from
participating in the seminar for justified reasons. It will be understood that you take part in the whole seminar
(no refund if the group is disharmonic and splits up or if you leave prior to the end).
The course events outside of Austria, Germany and Switzerland - are conducted in English. All other
seminars and trainings are conducted in German and provide a translation into English. In general, the
seminar participants come from different countries and the composition of the group is usually multilingual.
The registration - done on the internet - must be received at least 48 hours before the course event begins
(exceptions only by prior verbal agreement).
After receiving the complete registration you will get a written confirmation within two weeks per email
(please watch your email account!). This confirmation provides all necessary information and instructions to
reach the seminar-location and the items you should bring with you. At meetings in seminar-houses the
booking of the overnight accommodation happens afterwards personally normally at the seminar house. The
payment is done at the venue normally by cash. In the case of cancellation at a short notice the hotel will
charge you for the booked nights and meals.
For withdrawals more than four weeks before the seminar [more than 8 weeks before Holiday & Seminar], all
paid fees will be refunded, less a 15% administration charge. For withdrawals after that time, no seminar
fees will be refunded unless a replacement participant is found. We do not refund withdrawals with special
discounts (for example voucher code).
In the case of cancellation by GAY-TANTRA® International, all fees already paid will be fully refunded.
Every participant takes full responsibility for himself and all his actions outside and during the seminar. He
compensates caused damages and exempts the instructors and the owner of the venue of any liabilities.
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